MAHARASHTRA KATHYA PRODUCTION, TRAINING & EXHIBITION CENTER
(MAHACOIR)

MAHARASHTRA SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LIMITED, Kudal
(A Government of Maharashtra undertaking)

Phone: 02362 221704 e-mail: mahacoir.mssidc@gmail.com

Ref. MAHACOIR/KUDAL/2018-19/172 (A) Date: 25/02/2019

Short Tender Enquiry

To,
The Manager,

Engineering Cluster,

Chinchwad, Pune,

Sub.: Tender Enquiry for Corridor Matt making machine at Mahacoir, Kudal.

Sir,

The Quotation from interested machine manufacturers / suppliers are invited for Coir matt making machine at Mahacoir, Kudal. The bidder is requested to submit their quotation.

Specification of Corridor Matt Machine:

1. Complete Four station, Floor independent operator type, hand winding square frame machine. It has four weaving sides. The size is 1150mm X 1150mm X 760mm. The vertical rods for weaving are clamped in specially designed wooden anchor frames, which are rotatable around its horizontal axis for orientation changing, in all four frames. It can be used for carpet size 36"X24" or smaller size as required. This depends upon how many vertical pins are being used. The anchoring frames are easily dismountable for further operation of compression and weaving and stitching. It is painted in present colour. The anchor frames are made out of teak wood. Other construction is tube steel and rolled sections.

2. The carpet compression machine is 1240mm X1240mm X 760mm constructed using structural steel and tube steel frame work. It has double start screw for applying compression to the mat for pressing the woven threads together. This gives very close weaving of the carpet. This increases the stiffness and density of the mattress. The screw is supported in ball bearings. It is very smooth to handle. Then mat transfer frame angles have Pins to accommodate created ends are removed and threads are passed with a special needle in zig Zac manner and weaving is completed. The machine is painted in machine green colour. It can be used for widths produced on the first frame.

Terms & Conditions:

1. Validity of the Quotation should be 90 days.
2. Quotation should be submitted in the sealed envelop.
3. Rates should be per unit inclusive of packing and installation and other expenses if any.

MAHACOIR reserves right to accept / reject any / all quotations.

Thanking you,

In-charge

MAHACOIR, Kudal.

Copy: Displayed to Notice Board.